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HIGH SPECITI$TION TABI.ETS

IN ANY MATERIAI.

BIPEL has manufactured Pelletisers

over 30 years. Design refinements I

created a machine which will prodr

the highest specification tablets frc

most materials. lf a material will
rompact and hold under pressure i'

will tablet using a BIPEL Pelletiser.

HORIZONTAT ACTION

CREATES HIGH OUIPUT

BIPEL Pelletisers use a horizontal
pressing action which means forme

tablets fall by gravity into an off-ta
system reducing the off loading tin
and maximising output.
Off-take systems are specially desig

to match the tablet material.

CONSISTENT
TABTETTING

WITH PT(
CONTROT

HUGT RANGE OI
TABI.ET SHAPES AND SIZES

BIPEL Pelletisers can produce round

tablets from 1Omm to 120mm diam

When fitted with suitable dies;

cubes, lozenges, cylinders and many

other shapes can be formed includir

tablets with a centre hole.

Dependant upon the material being

processed, logos and trade names ci

impressed on the faces of the tablet



CTOSE TOI.ERANCE

TABLET WEIGHT

For most tablet production it is important

that tablet weights are consistent.

ln most cases the BIPEL Pelletiser

volumetric control system gives a shot

weight tolerance of +l-1%.

lf a greater degree of accuracy is

required or the material is unsuited to
volumetric control, special equipment
is interfaced so material can be dosed

gravimetrically.

(ONSISTENT TABI.ET DENSITY

Even compaction throughout the
thickness of a tablet is required to ensure

lamination does not occur on tablet
ejection.

The controls of the BIPEL Pelletiser allow
the tablet die to "float free" as pressure

is applied. The forces exerted during the
pressing phase are equalised (as in a

double acting press) and the material is

evenly compacted throughout.

JAM PREVENTION

BIPEL Pelletisers are constructed so the

leading edges of both fixed and moving

punches sweep the full length of the die

at each stroke. This helps clear away

powder and prevents the "caking up"

of material which leads to jamming

and breakage.

DOUBI.E I.OAD

BREAKAGE EI.IMINATED

As tablets fall away by gravity at the end

of a stroke the worst result of a "failure

to eject" is the introduction of a much

reduced additional charge of material.

Breakage of the pressing mechanism

due to double loading is therefore
eliminated.

POWERTUI. PTC CONTROI.

BIPEL Pelletisers are controlled by

a PLC housed in a dustproof

enclosure. The electronic position

sensing system works via a

transparent window to allow
the integrity of the enclosure to
be maintained. This powerful

PLC system enables a range of
special sequences to be set to
cater for the special processing

required by some materials.

Examples of these are:

DWEII. UNDER PRESSURE

The formation of the tablet may

be improved by delaying the
separation of the punches when

full pressing force is developed.

This pause or "dwell" period can

be adjusted as required.

DWEI.L IN THE IITI POSIIION

lf the material does not flow
quickly and easily, the press is

halted in the "fill position" for a

short period to assist cavity

filling.

ATIER PRESSURE DWEI.t

To give the material the
opportunity to re-exert and the
punches to withdraw without
causing Iamination the Pelletiser

is set to "dwell" for a brief
period when the pressing phase

has been completed.

DOUBI.T PRESSURE APPTIGTION

lf a fine powdered material is

used the punch is set to make an

initial pressing stroke, at reduced

pressure if required, and then to
"dwell" momentarily to allow
trapped air to escape before the
stroke returns to full pressure.

SEOUENCE OT OPERATIONS

Fill position, showing the gap between fixed punch ,

and moving punch B, in the Iower part of the hoppe

The die and hopper move to the left and the gap
between the punches (full of powder) is in the die.

To make the pellet, ram C moves forward carrying th
moving punch B with it and compressing the powde

At the end of the process, the die and hopper mov<

to the extreme left and the pellet is ejected (ram C
moving back at the same time). The die and hopper
then travel to D, the extreme right, for the next
powder fill.

4
Variation of pellet weight
The distance between A and B

when opened can be varied to
alter pellet weight by adjusting
the back stop for ram C.

Note: The die, together with the
hopper, is moved by hydraulic
jacks. These are not shown.

Diagram Key
A Fixed punch.
B Moving punch

attached to hydrau
ram C.

C Hydraulic ram.
D Die, to which the
hopper is attached.



SPECIAL OPTIONS

BIPEL Pelletisers can be equipped with
specially designed options to cater for
different materials.

REMOIE ME(HANISM TOR DANGEROUS SUBSIANGS

Processing explosive or radio active

materials requires the hydraulic power

pack and electrical controls to be

located at a distance from the actual

tabletting process.

HOPPER AGIIAIOR TOR FINE POWDERS

Materials such as fine powders which

do not flow readily without assistance

can require agitation to ensure even

feeding of the material.

(ONSTRUCIION TOR AGGRESSIVE MATERIATS

A stainless steel feed hopper and extra

wiper seals on rams and operating rods

are fitted when processing corrosive

or abrasive materials.

BIPET PEII.ITISIRS ARE

IN DAITY USE I1{ flIANY I]{DUSTRIES

PLASTICS Preform pellets from
thermosetting plastics,

phenolics, ureas and

melamines.

FOUNDRY Foundry flux tablets.

Compaction of metallic
powders prior to melting.

LEISURE Swimmlng pool

chlorination and chemical

treatment blocks.

PYROTECHNIC Rocket propellant tablets.

Smoke grenade tablets.

AGRICULTURE Salt lick tablets for cattle.

NUCLEAR Compaction of
radioactive powders.

CARBON Compaction of fine
carbon powders.

MOTOR Pre-compaction of brake

pad materials.
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Max. Pressure: tons/tonnes

Min. Pressure: tons/tonnes

Typical number of pellets per hour
using single tools and easy f low materials

Max. stroke of punch: ins/mm

Min. practical fill length: ins/mm

Max. practical fill length: ins/mm

Diameter of single pellet: ins/mm

Max. diameter of punches: ins/mm
Double
Triple

Quadruple

Overall Dimensions
Length: insimm
Width: ins/mm
Height: ins/mm

Nett wei ght: tons/tonnes
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Unit 4 Middlemore Lane West
Aldridge
Walsall WSg 8BG
Telephone: 0'l'922 451245
Fax:01922743040
Email: sales@jrdbiPel.com
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A comprehensive technical support and after sales service
is provided by the BIPEL SERVICE CENTRE

EIIPEL
TEL:
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